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This 40-year-old female presented for extractions of mobile teeth. A bony hard mass affected the left side of the face. She reported being blind and deaf on the affected side. What is your diagnosis?

INTERPRETATION

Clinically (Figure 1) a unilateral swelling, proptosis and obliteration of the nasolabial fold was noted. Intraoral examination revealed normal-appearing overlying mucosa. A pantomograph (Figure 2) demonstrates a mixed diffuse expansile lesion and thinning of the cortices affecting both jaws. 3D reconstruction (Figure 3) overview the lesions’ extent. CBCT interpretation (Figures 4 and 5) indicated engrossment of the frontal, parietal, temporal, sphenoid, ethmoid, maxillary, palatine, zygomatic, and mastoid bones. T1-weighted gadolinium-enhanced MRI image (Figure 6) of a patient with a similar lesion in the right maxilla demonstrates a heterogeneous appearance. Fibrous dysplasia (FD) is an uncommon benign non-neoplastic developmental bone disease of fibro-osseous origin. In accordance with which normal medullary bone is replaced by fibrous tissue. Variants are defined as monostotic (MFD), affecting one bone, polyostotic (PFD) multiple, and craniofacial includes the head-and-neck only. Association with McCune-Albright syndrome (MAS) is well documented.¹ The mean age at the time of diagnosis is 25 years. Onset of PFD ranges from 3 months old in precocious puberty to late 60s in adults. Sex prevalence expressed (male:female) as 1.6:1 (MFD), 1.2:1 (PFD), and 9.4:1 in craniofacial.² The femur, jaws, skull, and ribs are typically affected. Predilection for the maxilla is approximately double compared to the mandible. Affected sites present painless, progressively enlarging, bony lesions with marked unilateral tendency. Facial asymmetry, malocclusion, and teeth spacing may occur in the jaws. Pigmented skin lesions (café au lait macules) can be observed in MAS.³ Radiographic presentations consist of three distinct patterns. Pagetoid features mixed densities; sclerotic as homogenous “ground glass”; and cyst-like with oval lesions accompanied by sclerotic borders. Indiscernible merging with adjacent bone occurs as lesions mature. Radiation treatment is contraindicated due to documented sarcomatous changes. Differential conditions include ossifying fibroma, Paget disease, florid osseous dysplasia, and osteopetrosis.⁴
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